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Description

Technical Area

[0001] The present invention relates to a stationary ar-
ticulated bicycle for physical exercise, especially for in-
teriors (indoor), such as sports centers and fitness cent-
ers, this equipment has very unique and peculiar techni-
cal features when being compared with the principles of
solutions presented by the relevant devices in the state
of the art in this report.
[0002] In essence, it is the aim of the invention to pro-
vide a new design of stationary bicycle which has an ar-
ticulation, located between two elements of a structure,
to allow their relative angular displacement, which is in-
tended to provide a combination of balance and freedom
offering excellent comfort and which is able to absorb all
the impact on the body of the user.

State of the Art

[0003] Currently, there are many bicycles being used
for physical exercises in an internal environment. The
modality to which the object of the invention is directed
is popularly known as "spinning", "indoor cycling," "RPM",
etc. For this type of exercise bicycles have a special form
with a wheel of inertia called a flywheel that lets you adjust
the load of pedaling according to the appropriate level of
training, depending on the creativity of the user. The prac-
titioner looks for this modality to achieve increased cal-
orie burning, and thus a quicker and more efficient result
to obtain its physical fitness.
[0004] According to Augspurger, 1991, patent US
5050865, cycling is one of the most beneficial forms of
aerobic exercise, conditioning the individual to sustain
an increase in heart rate without the impact of the physical
set which is proportionate to other forms of exercise such
as running. Cycling for exercise is popular as it is an
activity that can be performed by people of all ages. How-
ever, there are limitations as to time, or other weather
conditions that do not allow the cyclist to ride a bicycle
outside of indoor environments, on a road or a street. In
this situation, the author presents in his invention a sta-
tionary device adapted to support a conventional bicycle
and the combination may be operated as a stationary
exercise machine.
[0005] According to Harabayashi, 1991, patent US
5035418, the conventional athletic facilities are con-
structed to strenghten the user’s legs in a stationary po-
sition but not for both sides during pedaling. However,
when cycling in real, there are not only straight tracks,
but also upward and downward paths. Thus, the author
displays in the object of his invention, a type of athletic
equipment that can tilt the seat of the user to any angle
in any direction during pedaling, reinforcing the strength
of the legs.
[0006] According to Chang, 2000, patent US 6126577,
there is a number of physical devices allowing people to

exercise in indoor environments. For example, a station-
ary bicycle, as one of the best machines to a program of
cardiovascular conditioning. However, the conventional
models are rigidly mounted in a fixed position, making it
unable to simulate angular movements, causing a nui-
sance to the user in a short period of time. Based on
these considerations, the author explains that the main
objective of his invention is to provide an improved ex-
ercise of stationary bicycle which can be balanced from
side to side.
[0007] Later Lim, 2001, patent US 6322480, says a
bicycle in an enclosed space became one of the most
popular tools to exercise without spending much time,
these bicycles include a base at which the chassis is
mounted, and this base is fixed to the chassis so that the
bicycle cannot move or rock during the action of pedaling.
So when a person is prepared to ride a bicycle like that,
he/she cannot feel the activities experienced by oscillat-
ing outdoor bicycles, getting easily tired of this type of
bicycle in an enclosed space. Thus the author describes
the improvement of a bicycle in enclosed space, which
has unsteadiness, providing activities like the bicycle to
swing open, the benefit is that you do not feel pain in the
muscles.
[0008] In US 2002/077221 A1 a stationary bicycle was
disclosed with a possibility of lateral movement where an
upstanding support member (a frame) is attached to the
front and rear beams with a pivot tube and the beams
are connected to the front and rear bases, respectively.
This construction allows lateral movement of the up-
standing support member, thus simulating lateral move-
ment of the bicycle during cycling.
[0009] Later Ziad, 2005, under publication in PCT No.
WO 2005/046806, presents a new design for indoor ex-
ercise bicycles, which are unstable, having a system to
control the instability, simulating a feeling of pedaling on
a mobile bicycle.
[0010] Recently Peterson, 2008, patent US 7326151,
says that most of the training devices presented in the
market, to be mounted on conventional bicycles, only
provides movement of pedals and crank. This is a prob-
lem because the training cannot simulate a hill climbing,
allowing the side balance that moves the bicycle as in
real conditions during the outdoor use. He said that, then
a device was produced to be attached to a bicycle that
simulates real conditions of use.

Problems in the State of the Art

[0011] Considering the state of the art, some draw-
backs exist in the use of the inventions listed. Chang,
2000, patent US 6126577, describes the use of hydraulic
cylinders to generate angular movement but it causes
that the exercise bicycle cannot move quickly back to its
vertical position and it is unstable in use, thus making it
unfit for practical use (column 1, lines 29 to 32). Thus,
US 5050865 and US 5035418 are inadequate for the
application, since they assume solution using this type
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of mechanism. Therefore, Chang himself says he has
solved the instability problem adding springs in the sys-
tem, same principle later used by Peterson. The fact is
that both authors do not remove the hydraulic cylinders,
they just add springs, with the intention to stabilize the
system and they make it insensitive, not favoring the com-
fort of the user.
[0012] Ziad probably took into consideration the ques-
tion "instability", for he presented an assisted control for
this through a pump or an electric motor, predicting the
possibility of the cylinders being on gas. Together with
the lateral system of articulation, he also arranged the
simulation of curves via a movable handlebar. In critical
analysis to the mentioned invention (WO 2005/046806),
it is unwise to say the system does not work, but an expert
in the technical issue may agree the invention presents
a complexity in its operation, making it difficult to adjust
properly the system in general. Another concern is the
issue of positioning the axis of rotation, which allows an-
gular movement that is set above the ideal point for ob-
taining the proper functioning which would simulate a
street bicycle.

Summary of Invention

[0013] For that reason, it is the objective of this inven-
tion to characterize a stationary articulated bicycle that
will solve all the issues presented, guaranteeing a prod-
uct with excellent functional outcome, suitable for the
practice of the exercise said previously. The focus of the
invention is in the degrees of freedom of the articulation,
allowing angular movement supported by a torsion bar,
while offering a combination of balance and freedom,
sensitive to forces applied and able to remove all and
any impact that occurs in bone and nerve structure of the
human body, providing comfort to the practitioner.

Description of Drawings

[0014] In order to illustrate and clarify the invention, a
reference is made to the illustrative attached drawings
that constitute and support the present invention, and
where you see:

In Fig. 1, a view in perspective of the stationary ar-
ticulated bicycle;

In Fig. 2, a front view of Figure 1, identifying the an-
gular motion allowed by the torsion bar;

In Fig. 3, an exploded view in perspective of Figure
1, identifying the main elements;

In Fig. 4, a view in exploded isometric perspective
of the front base;

In Fig. 5, a view in exploded isometric perspective
of the rear base;

In Fig. 6, a front and right side view in cut of the
stationary articulated bicycle with detailed views of
the assembly.

Best Mode for Carrying out the Invention "not limited"

[0015] As it can be inferred by the analysis of the pic-
tures referred to above, the stationary articulated bicycle
is a bicycle (1) composed of a special framework (2) ar-
ranged to be supported by bearing bushings (9) in its
lower part, having two bases, front base (3) and rear base
(4), allowing angular movement limited by the torsion bar
(8).
[0016] The torsion bar (8) is attached at one end to a
round insert (6), which is fixed inside the lower part of
the framework (2) by a spring pin (7), and on the other
side it is fixed to the axle (10), which is fixed to the front
base (3).
[0017] Both front (3) and rear (4) bases are connected
to the framework (2) with a bearing bushing (9), and are
retained in position by a circlip (11). These bases are
differentiated by the format of the axles (10) and (12),
and by the wheels (14), which are only designated for
the front base (3), making it possible to shift the bicycle
if necessary. It is also noted that the bases (3) and (4),
are mounted on supporters (13) giving support on the
ground for the whole system. Both front and rear bases
are aligned along the same axis in the axial direction.
[0018] With the functioning of the system the bases
are likely to move up with the intention of jumping off the
framework (2) so the bearing bushings (9) were fixed to
the framework (2) with a screw (5).
[0019] The operation of the stationary articulated bicy-
cle is very simple and can be described as follows: the
front (3) and rear bases (4), supported on the floor, let
the bicycle (1) develop angular movements through the
bushing bearing (9). These movements are limited by
the torsion bar (8), providing a balance point to the bicycle
(1).
[0020] By pedaling the bicycle, the user exerts forces,
once in each foot in turn. This force makes the bicycle
turn on the bearings, and is absorbed by the torsion bar.
The center of gravity of the whole bicycle and practicing
is not changed, only distributed in an alternating way be-
tween them, that is, when riding without being seated on
the seat, the user moves the hip to one side while the
arms move the bicycle to another, compensating the
mass change of the athlete and bicycle, with comfort and
feeling of freedom of a conventional street bicycle in an
inside environment.

Claims

1. Stationary articulated bicycle (1), having a frame-
work (2) especially designed to be supported by
bearing bushings (9) in its lower extremities and hav-
ing two bases, front (3) and rear (4), characterized
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in that it comprises axles (10, 12) fixed on the front
and rear bases (3, 4), and bearing bushings (9)
mounted on said axles (10, 12), such that the bearing
bushings link the bases (3, 4) with the framework
(2), allowing the stationary bicycle to sway, a round
insert (6) introduced in the framework (2) and fixed
via a spring pin (7), preventing the full rotation of the
framework and a torsion bar (8) attached at one end
to the round insert (6), fixed inside the lower part of
the framework (2) by the spring pin (7), and at the
other end to the axle (10) fixed to the front base (3),
thus giving support, balance and progress, for the
angular motion of the stationary bicycle (1).

2. Stationary articulated bicycle (1) according to claim
1, characterized by supporters (13) seated on the
bases (3, 4), giving support to the bicycle (1) on the
ground.

3. Stationary articulated bicycle (1), according to claim
1, characterized by screws (5) that hold the bearing
bushings (9) preventing the bases (3, 4) from leaving
the position.

4. Stationary articulated bicycle (1), according to claims
1 and 3, characterized by a circlip (11), retaining
the bearing bushing (9) in place.

Patentansprüche

1. Ein Gelenkiger Fahrradtrainer (1), aufweisend einen
Rahmen (2) speziell dazu entworfen, um in deren
unteren Endbereichen durch Lagerhülsen (9) gehal-
ten zu werden und aufweisend zwei Sockel, einen
vorderen (3) und einen hinteren (4), gekennzeich-
net dadurch, dass es Achsen (10, 12) aufweist, die
an dem vorderen und hinteren Sockel (3, 4) befestigt
sind, sowie Lagerhülsen (9), die an den genannten
Achsen (10, 12) montiert sind, derart, dass die La-
gerhülsen die Sockel (3, 4) mit dem Rahmen (2) ver-
binden und dabei eine Schwenkbewegung des Fahr-
radtrainers ermöglichen, eine runde Einlage (6) die
in den Rahmen (2) eingelegt und mittels eines Fe-
derstifts (7) fixiert ist, und einer vollen Drehung des
Rahmens vorbeugt, sowie eine Drehstange (8), die
an ihrem einen Ende an der runden Einlage (6) be-
festigt ist, und innerhalb des unteren Teils des Rah-
mens (2) mittels eines Federstifts (7) fixiert ist, und
an ihrem anderen Ende an der Achse (10) befestigt
ist, die am vorderen Sockel (3) fixiert ist, und so die
Winkelbewegung des Fahrradtrainers (1) unter-
stützt, kompensiert und vorantreibt.

2. Der gelenkiger Fahrradtrainer (1) nach Anspruch 1,
gekennzeichnet durch Stützfüße (13) an den So-
ckeln (3, 4), die den Fahrradtrainer (1) am Boden
stützen.

3. Der gelenkiger Fahrradtrainer (1) nach Anspruch 1,
gekennzeichnet durch Schrauben (5) die die La-
gerhülsen (9) halten und die Sockel (3, 4) am Ver-
lassen ihrer Position hindern.

4. Der gelenkiger Fahrradtrainer (1) nach einem der
Ansprüche von 1 bis 3, gekennzeichnet durch ei-
nen Sprengring (11), der die Lagerhülsen (9) an ihre
Stelle hält.

Revendications

1. Un vélo articulé stationnaire (1), ayant un cadre (2)
spécialement destiné à être supporté par des
douilles de palier (9) dans ses extrémités inférieures
et ayant deux bases, avant (3) et arrière (4), carac-
térisé en ce qu’il comprend des essieux (10, 12)
fixés sur les bases avant et arrière (3, 4) et des
douilles de palier (9) montées sur lesdits essieux (10,
12), de telle sorte que les douilles de palier relient
les bases (3, 4) au cadre (2), permettant au vélo
stationnaire de balancer, un insert rond (6) introduit
dans le cadre (2) et fixé via une goupille à ressort
(7), empêchant la rotation complète du cadre, et une
barre de torsion (8) attachée à une extrémité à l’insert
rond (6), fixée à l’intérieur de la partie inférieure du
cadre (2) par la goupille à ressort (7), et à l’autre
extrémité à l’axe (10) fixé à la base avant (3), appor-
tant ainsi soutien, équilibre et progression au mou-
vement angulaire du vélo stationnaire (1).

2. Le vélo articulé stationnaire (1) selon la revendica-
tion 1, caractérisé par des supports (13) assis sur
les bases (3, 4), apportant soutien au vélo (1) sur le
sol.

3. Le vélo articulé stationnaire (1) selon la revendica-
tion 1, caractérisé par des vis (5) qui maintiennent
les douilles de palier (9) empêchant les bases (3, 4)
de quitter la position.

4. Le vélo articulé stationnaire (1) selon les revendica-
tion 1 et 3, caractérisé par un anneau élastique (11),
retenant la douille de palier (9) en place.
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